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Universal Consciousness exists and has been recognized by many people throughout
the ages. However, to what extent any single individual has experienced universal
Consciousness today varies.
As the phenomenon of a Universal Consciousness may be complicated, or even be
impossible to put into words, here are a few points of reference:














Identification with the whole of existence
Oneness with the whole of existence
Spiritual awareness through intuition as well as cognitive discernment
A realization that the purpose of our physical earth plane’s existence is
existence for learning and the Soul’s advancement
A recognition that various religions and spiritual teachings exist to evoke
spiritual awakening
An awareness that life is universal and not confined to one physical, earth-plane
incarnation, but rather that life is eternal and cannot cease to exist when the
present human body dies
Forgiveness and compassion for all souls, including those who violate the
sacred oneness of life
A recognition that Universal Consciousness or Mind existed in the Mind of
Jesus as well as in Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed, Bahaullah, Meishusama, and
many others who shared spiritual truths
An awareness of other dimensions of existence and the progressive awakening
of souls to higher levels of insight and knowledge
An awareness that truth and lasting wealth is in Oneness with Universal
Consciousness or God and that everything else is an illusion
Expressions of universal Consciousness can be found in art, music, poetry,
dance, science, parenting, education, leadership, and in all everyday activities
An awakening for a universal consciousness occurs in stages
Universal Consciousness is governed by love, humility, and faith in a supreme
divine and just plan
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